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This paper attempts to establish the connection among classifications of gapped boundaries
in topological phases of matter, bosonic symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phases and fault-
tolerantly implementable logical gates in quantum error-correcting codes. We begin by presenting
constructions of gapped boundaries for the d-dimensional quantum double model by using d-cocycles
functions (d ≥ 2). We point out that the system supports m-dimensional excitations (m < d), which
we shall call fluctuating charges, that are superpositions of point-like electric charges characterized by
m-dimensional bosonic SPT wavefunctions. There exist gapped boundaries where electric charges
or magnetic fluxes may not condense by themselves, but may condense only when accompanied
by fluctuating charges. Magnetic fluxes and codimension-2 fluctuating charges exhibit non-trivial
multi-excitation braiding statistics, involving more than two excitations. The statistical angle can
be computed by taking slant products of underlying cocycle functions sequentially. We find that ex-
citations that may condense into a gapped boundary can be characterized by trivial multi-excitation
braiding statistics, generalizing the notion of the Lagrangian subgroup. As an application, we con-
struct fault-tolerantly implementable logical gates for the d-dimensional quantum double model by
using d-cocycle functions. Namely, corresponding logical gates belong to the dth level of the Clifford
hierarchy, but are outside of the (d − 1)th level, if cocycle functions have non-trivial sequences of
slant products.
I. INTRODUCTION
In studies of theoretical physics, seemingly unrelated subjects of researches have been often found closely connected.
In reference [1], it has been suggested that classifications of the following three subjects are closely related:
• gapped boundaries and domain walls in topological phases of matter.
• bosonic symmetry-protected topological phases.
• fault-tolerant logical gates that can be implemented by finite-depth quantum circuits in topological quantum
codes.
This paper is an attempt to further establish the connection among them. Below, we illustrate the key ideas and
summarize the main results of this paper.
Relations between the bulk and the boundary have been important for the understanding of quantum many-body
systems. It is known that gapped boundaries in two-dimensional topological phases can be classified by sets of anyons
that may condense into gapped boundaries [2–16]. By “an anyon condenses into a gapped boundary”, we mean that
an anyonic excitation can be created and absorbed at the gapped boundary without involving any other excitations.
The guiding principle for finding such sets of condensing anyons is to look for the so-called Lagrangian subgroup of
anyons which possess (a) mutually-trivial braiding statistics, (b) trivial self-statistics and (c) anyons outside the set
have non-trivial mutual statistics with at least one anyon in the set [10]. While there have been significant progresses
toward classification of gapped boundaries supported in two-dimensional topological phases, gapped boundaries in
three and higher dimensions are poorly understood except for a certain special family of models [17, 18]. Based
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2on the success in two dimensions, one might naively conclude that gapped boundaries in higher dimensions can be
also classified by the Lagrangian subgroup. It is, however, known that the boundary properties are much richer in
higher dimensions; namely, there exist gapped boundaries where excitations may condense only when superpositions of
anyonic excitations are involved. The simplest realization of this exotic phenomenon is a certain gapped boundary in
a three-dimensional Z2⊗Z2⊗Z2 topological order (i.e. three decoupled copies of the toric code, which is also known
as the topological color code in quantum information community [19–21]) where only the composites of loop-like
magnetic fluxes and loop-like superpositions of electric charges may condense [1, 22].
Currently a generic theoretical framework to classify gapped boundaries in higher-dimensional topological phases of
matter is missing, and the necessary step would be to explore more examples. We will begin by presenting construction
of gapped boundaries for the d-dimensional quantum double model with arbitrary finite group G by using d-cocycle
functions. This generalizes construction of gapped boundaries for the two-dimensional quantum double model by
Beigi et al to higher dimensions [6]. Our construction borrows ideas from recent developments on studies of bosonic
symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phases [9, 23–32]. Formally, the system with SPT order has certain global
on-site symmetry G and its non-degenerate ground state does not break any of the symmetries. A particularly
interesting property is the duality between bosonic SPT phases (in the absence of time-reversal symmetry) and
intrinsic topological phases via gauging, a process of minimally coupling a system with global symmetry G to gauge
fields with gauge symmetry G [9, 29, 33, 34]. Under this duality map, a d-dimensional bosonic SPT wavefunction,
characterized by a (d+1)-cocycle function νd+1(g0, g1, . . . , gd+1), is mapped to a ground state of the twisted quantum
double model whose braiding statistics is modified from the untwisted one according to the cocycle function νd+1. In
this paper, we will give a precise definition of gauging by formulating it as a bijective and isometric map (i.e. a duality
map) between wavefunctions with global symmetry and wavefunctions with gauge symmetry. Our construction of
gapped boundaries becomes clear by using the gauging map and the duality between intrinsic topological order and
SPT order.
Having constructed gapped boundaries in the quantum double model, we will proceed to characterization of exci-
tations and condensations. For this problem, we shall assume that G is an abelian group for simplicity of discussion.
It is well known that the d-dimensional quantum double model supports point-like electric charges and codimension-2
magnetic fluxes. What may be less familiar is that the d-dimensional quantum double model supports m-dimensional
fluctuating charges (m ≤ d − 1) that are superpositions of electric charges forming m-dimensional objects [1, 22].
We shall demonstrate that m-dimensional fluctuating charges can be characterized by m-dimensional bosonic SPT
wavefunctions based on (m + 1)-cocycle functions. Such an m-dimensional fluctuating charge, living on a boundary
∂R of an (m + 1)-dimensional region R, can be created by a local quantum circuit acting on R while it cannot be
created by any local quantum circuit acting exclusively on ∂R. In this sense, these are genuine m-dimensional objects
and are locally unbreakable. We shall see that the special cases for m = 0 (i.e. 0-dimensional SPT phases) correspond
to ordinary point-like electric charges. The remaining task is to find the sets of excitations that may condense into
a gapped boundary. For this purpose, it is convenient to introduce the notion of slant products. Formally, a slant
product ig for g ∈ G is a certain map from an m-cocycle function νm to an (m − 1)-cocycle function ν(g)m := igνm.
Note that the output of the slant product ig depends on g ∈ G. We will see that composites of a g-type magnetic flux
and a codimension-2 fluctuating electric charge associated with ν
(g)
d may condense into a νd-type gapped boundary
in the d-dimensional quantum double model.
We then ask what is the guiding principle for classifying sets of condensing excitations in higher-dimensional
topological phases of matter. Recently Wang and Levin have suggested that, in order to fully characterize three-
dimensional topological phases of matter, three-loop braiding processes, as well as ordinary loop-loop and loop-particle
braiding processes, need to be examined [35, 36]. Inspired by this proposal, we study the three-loop braiding processes
among a loop-like fluctuating charge and a pair of loop-like magnetic fluxes in the three-dimensional quantum double
model. When a loop-like ν2-charge and a g1-type magnetic flux are braided in the presence of a g2-type magnetic
3flux, the resulting statistical angle is given by ν
(g1,g2)
2 := ig2ig1ν2 ∈ U(1) where slant products are taken sequentially.
We then demonstrate that condensing excitations exhibit trivial three-loop braiding statistics. These findings seem
to suggest that sets of condensing excitations in three-dimensional topological phases of matter can be classified by a
subgroup of excitations (which include both ordinary anyonic excitations and fluctuating charges) that exhibit trivial
braiding statistics, including three-loop braiding processes. Our characterization also extends to the quantum double
model with d > 3 where braiding processes involve d different types of codimension-2 excitations .
Finally, we shall apply the aforementioned results to classification of fault-tolerantly implementable logical gates
(which is the author’s original motivation behind this paper). Given topological quantum error-correcting codes, a
long-standing open problem is to find all the logical gates that may be implemented by local quantum circuits, such as
transversal implementations of unitary gates [19–21, 37–44]. The hope of developing a systematic approach has been
elusive so far, and solutions are known only for a few specific examples. Recently Bravyi and Ko¨nig have found that
fault-tolerantly implementable logical gates in d-dimensional topological stabilizer codes must belong to the dth level
of the Clifford hierarchy [39]. Characterization of fluctuating charges and multi-excitation braiding statistics through
the framework of group cohomology has interesting applications in constructing fault-tolerantly implementable logical
gates. Consider a (d− 1)-dimensional fluctuating charge and sweep it over the entire d-dimensional quantum double
model. Since this process changes types of excitations, it implements some non-trivial action on the ground state
space of the quantum double model, and thus is a fault-tolerant logical operation. Recall that the notion of the
Clifford hierarchy has natural generalization for any abelian finite group G [37, 45]. We find that a logical unitary,
corresponding to a νd-charge, is a non-trivial dth level logical gate if there exist g1, . . . , gd ∈ G such that the sequential
slant product ν
(g1...gd)
d := igdigd−1 . . . ig1νd is non-trivial. This surprising connection between group cohomology and
the Clifford hierarchy can be understood from the following intuition. Multi-excitation braiding processes can be
expressed as sequential group commutators among codimension-1 world-sheet operators that characterize propagations
of codimension-2 excitations. At the same time, sequential group commutators naturally appear in a definition of
the Clifford hierarchy [42]. Our finding will allow one to find a large number of non-trivial logical gates, belonging
to the higher-level of the generalized Clifford hierarchy in a systematic manner, shedding a new light on theories of
fault-tolerant quantum computation. We believe that our technique is also applicable to the twisted quantum double
model with non-abelian G.
In summary, we shall present a systematic framework of constructing gapped boundaries and fault-tolerantly im-
plementable logical gates in the quantum double model by borrowing the idea of the gauging map utilized in studies
of bosonic SPT phases. Along the way, we will find new types of gapped boundaries that do not fit into conventional
classification scheme of gapped boundaries of topological phases. We will also see various examples of non-trivial multi-
excitation braiding processes, such as three-loop braiding. The rest of the paper is dedicated to detailed descriptions
of these ideas and findings.
II. GAPPED BOUNDARY FOR HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM DOUBLE MODEL
In this section, we present constructions of gapped boundaries for the d-dimensional quantum double model by
using d-cocycle functions. We begin by defining the procedure of gauging as a duality map (a bijective and isomet-
ric map) from wavefunctions with global symmetries to wavefunctions with gauge symmetries. We then construct
gapped boundaries by using bosonic SPT wavefunctions which are built on the machinery of group cohomology. This
generalizes constructions of gapped boundaries by Beigi et al to higher-dimensional systems (d > 2).
4A. Quantum double model
Let us begin by recalling construction of the quantum double model in d-spatial dimensions [46, 47]. Consider a
d-dimensional lattice Λ with directed edges. A Hilbert space with the orthogonal basis {|g〉 : g ∈ G} is associated to
each edge where G is a finite group. The entire Hilbert space is denoted by H1. Operators Agv and Bp are defined
according to Fig. 1 where Bp is a projector onto a subspace with no flux on a plaquette p. Define
Av =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
Agv. (1)
Operators Av and Bp are projectors and pairwise commute. The Hamiltonian of the d-dimensional quantum double
model is given by
HG = −
∑
v
Av −
∑
p
Bp (2)
where the summations run over all vertices v and plaquettes p. The ground state |ψgs〉 satisfies
Av|ψgs〉 = Bp|ψgs〉 = |ψgs〉 (3)
for all v, p. For an arbitrary closed loop γ, one can also define a projection operator B(γ) onto fluxless subspaces. We
then have B(γ)|ψgs〉 = |ψgs〉 for any contractible loop γ.
FIG. 1: Definitions of operators Agv and Bp. Here I represents an identity element in G, L
g
+|h〉 = |gh〉 and Lg−|h〉 = |hg−1〉.
B. Gauging map
Next let us present a precise definition of gauging. By now, gauging has become a standard technique for studying
SPT phases. Yet it would be beneficial to formulate the procedure of gauging in a rigorous manner. Formally,
the gauging is an isometric bijective map (i.e. a duality map) between wavefunctions with global symmetry G to
wavefunctions with gauge symmetry G. Consider the same lattice Λ as before, but with the Hilbert space associated
to vertices instead of edges. The entire Hilbert space is denoted by H0. Here the subscript 0 indicates that spins live
on 0-dimensional objects. The gauging map Γ between computational basis states in H0 and H1 is defined according
5to Fig. 2 by taking group multiplications:
Γ : |v1, v2, . . . , vn〉 → |e1, e2, . . . , em〉 vi, ej ∈ G (4)
where n,m are the total numbers of vertices and edges on Λ. Let us briefly summarize key properties of the gauging
map (assuming that Λ is a connected graph).
• The output state |ψˆ〉 = Γ(|ψ〉) ∈ H1 always satisfies
B(γ)|ψˆ〉 = |ψˆ〉 (5)
for an arbitrary closed loop γ, including non-contractible loops.
• Output wavefunctions are identical,
Γ(|v′1, v′2, . . . , v′n〉) = Γ(|v1, v2, . . . , vn〉) (6)
if and only if ∃g ∈ G such that (v1, v2, . . . , vn) = (gv′1, gv′2, . . . , gv′n).
FIG. 2: The gauging map. The output wavefunction is given by taking group multiplication. The output wavefunctions always
satisfy gauge constraints.
The map Γ can be extended to wavefunctions which are superpositions of computational basis states. Consider a
symmetric subspace of H0 defined by
Hsym0 = {|ψ〉 ∈ H0 : Sg|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 ∀g ∈ G}. (7)
Here Lg+|h〉 := |gh〉 for g, h ∈ G, and global symmetry operators are
Sg :=
⊗
v
Lg+v. (8)
Also, consider a gauge symmetric subspace of H1 defined by
Hsym1 = {|ψˆ〉 ∈ H1 : B(γ)|ψˆ〉 = |ψˆ〉 ∀γ}. (9)
Here γ is an arbitrary closed loop, either contractible or non-contractible. We consider the gauging map Γ such that
Γ : Hsym0 → Hsym1 . More explicitly, for |ψ〉 =
∑
v1,v2,...
Cv1,v2,...|v1, v2, . . .〉 ∈ Hsym0 , the gauging map Γ is given by
Γ(|ψ〉) = 1√|G| ∑v1,v2,...Cv1,v2,...Γ(|v1, v2, . . .〉) ∈ Hsym1 . (10)
Here the normalization factor comes from the fact that there are |G| computational basis states with the same output.
6• Note that dimHsym0 = dimHsym1 . Moreover, the gauging map Γ is a one-to-one map, and is an isometry,
meaning that it preserves the inner products of input states and output states:
〈ψ|ψ′〉 = 〈ψˆ|ψˆ′〉 |ψˆ〉, |ψˆ′〉 = Γ(|ψ〉),Γ(|ψ′〉). (11)
In other words, the gauging map Γ : Hsym0 → Hsym1 is a duality map.
The gauging map Γ transforms a trivial symmetric wavefunction into a fluxless ground state of the quantum
double model. Consider an arbitrary symmetric state |ψ〉 ∈ Hsym0 and its output state |ψˆ〉 = Γ(|ψ〉). Observe that
applications of Lg−v on Hsym0 is equivalent to applications of Agv on H1:
AgvΓ(|ψ〉) = Γ(Lg−v|ψ〉) ∀|ψ〉 ∈ Hsym0 . (12)
Consider a symmetric product state |+〉⊗n where |+〉 := 1√|G|
∑
g∈G |g〉. Note Lg−v|+〉⊗n = |+〉⊗n. Then the output
state |ψgs〉 = Γ(|+〉⊗n) must be a ground state of the quantum double Hamiltonian HG since Av|ψgs〉 = Bp|ψgs〉 =
|ψgs〉. More generically, let V0,V1 be sets of unitary operators which preserve Hsym0 ,Hsym1 respectively. Given U ∈ V0,
there always exists a corresponding operator Uˆ ∈ V1 which satisfies the following1:
Γ(U |ψ〉) = UˆΓ(|ψ〉) ∀|ψ〉 ∈ Hsym0 . (13)
Note that corresponding operators are not unique. For instance, if Uˆ is a corresponding operator of U , then UˆB(γ)
for any closed loop γ is also a corresponding operator since B(γ) acts as an identity inside Hsym1 .
It is worth looking at an example. Let G = Z2 and d = 2. Consider a square lattice on a torus where qubits live
on vertices. The trivial Hamiltonian with global Z2 on-site symmetry is given by H = −
∑
vXv, and the ground
state is |ψ〉 = |+〉⊗n where |+〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉). The Hamiltonian and its ground state are symmetric under Z2 global
transformation: S =
⊗
vXv since S|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 and SHS† = H. Let |ψˆ〉 be the output wavefunction of the gauging
map. Let us see that |ψˆ〉 is a ground state of the two-dimensional toric code: Hˆ = −∑v Av −∑pBp. Indeed, gauge
constraints account for the plaquette terms Bp = ⊗e∈pZe in the toric code. As for the star terms Av = ⊗e∈vXe,
observe that Xv|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 for a symmetric system. Flipping a spin at vertex v is equivalent to flipping four spins
connected to the vertex in the gauge theory. Thus, Xv operator in the symmetric system corresponds to the vertex
term Av in the gauge theory: Xˆv = Av. As such, the output wavefunction satisfies Av|ψˆ〉 = |ψˆ〉 for all v.
C. Bosonic SPT phases
Another important ingredient is the classification of bosonic SPT phases by the machinery of group cohomology
which is briefly reviewed in this subsection [48]. In this paper, we shall consider constructions supported on a closed
colorable graph Λ, a d-dimensional graph which is d + 1 colorable, in a sense that d + 1 distinct color labels can
be assigned to vertices such that neighboring vertices have different colors. An example of a colorable graph is a
two-dimensional triangular lattice which is three colorable (Fig. 3(a)). Colorability of graphs is not essential, but
simplifies calculations.
1 The gauging map is not a physical process that can be implemented by any local quantum circuit plus adding/removing ancilla since
topologically ordered states are generated from trivial states. Yet, the gauging map preserves the geometric locality of unitary operators
as long as they are supported on a connected region. However the gauging map does not preserve the locality of unitary operators when
they are supported on non-connected regions. For instance, if an operator is supported on two spatially separated spheres, then the
corresponding operators may require supports on line-like regions connecting two spheres.
7Let us first recall the basic definition of group cocycles.
• A d-cochain of group G is a complex function νd(g0, g1, . . . , gd) of d+ 1 variables in G that satisfy
|νd(g0, g1, . . . , gd)| = 1 (14)
νd(g0, g1, . . . , gd) = νd(gg0, gg1, . . . , ggd), g ∈ G. (15)
• The d-cocycles are d-cochains that satisfy cocycle conditions
d+1∏
j=0
ν
(−1)j
d (g0, . . . , gj−1, gj+1, . . . , gd+1) = 1. (16)
• The d-coboundaries λd are d-cocycles that can be constructed from (d− 1)-cochains νd−1:
λd(g0, g1, . . . , gd) =
d∏
j=0
µ
(−1)j
d−1 (g0, . . . , gj−1, gj+1, . . . , gd+1). (17)
• Two d-cocycles νd and ν′d are said to be equivalent iff they differ by a coboundary νd = ν′dλd.
FIG. 3: (a) A three-colorable graph in two dimensions. (b) A cocycle function where s = ±1 represents the parity.
Fixed-point Hamiltonians and wavefunctions for bosonic SPT phases can be constructed as follows. Let a1, . . . , ad+1
be color labels. (In Fig. 3, we took a1 = a, a2 = b and a3 = c). A natural choice of orientations for a colorable graph is
to draw an arrow from a vertex of color ai to a vertex of color aj if i < j. On a colorable graph, one can assign parity
S(∆) = ±1 to each d-simplex ∆ such that neighboring d-simplexes have opposite parities [43] (see Fig. 3(a)(b)). A
|G|-dimensional Hilbert space is associated to each vertex of Λ. Consider a trivial Hamiltonian
Htrivial = −
∑
v
L−v L−v =
∑
g
Lg−v (18)
whose ground state is |ψ0〉 = |+〉⊗n. A non-trivial SPT Hamiltonian can be obtained by applying some appropriate
local unitary transformation Uνd+1 to a trivial Hamiltonian.
• The quantum circuit Uνd+1 is a diagonal phase gate, and can be written as follows:
Uνd+1 =
∏
∆
U∆ U∆|g∆1 , . . . , g∆d+1〉 = νd+1(1, g∆1 , . . . , g∆d+1)S(∆)|g∆1 , . . . , g∆d+1〉 (19)
8where νd+1(1, g
∆
1 , . . . , g
∆
d+1) is a (d+ 1)-cocycle function, and g
∆
j corresponds to a vertex of color aj in ∆. Here
d-simplexes are denoted by ∆, and the product runs over all d-simplexes.
• The nontrivial SPT Hamiltonian and wavefunction are given by
H0 = Uνd+1HtrivialU
†
νd+1
|ψ〉 = Uνd+1 |ψtrivial〉 (20)
where the SPT wavefunction |ψ〉 is symmetric: Sg|ψ〉 = |ψ〉.
• The SPT wavefunction |ψ〉 is non-trivial, in the sense that there is no finite-depth symmetric quantum circuit
to crate the wavefunction, if and only if the cocycle function νd+1 is non-trivial.
As for the second statement, it suffices to show the following relation:∏
∆
ν
S(∆)
d+1 (1, g
∆
1 , . . . , g
∆
d+1) =
∏
∆
ν
S(∆)
d+1 (h, g
∆
1 , . . . , g
∆
d+1) ∀h ∈ G. (21)
The cocycle conditions imply
νd+1(h, g1, . . . , gd+1)νd+1(1, g1, . . . , gd+1)
−1
d+1∏
j=1
νd+1(1, g1, . . . , gj−1, h, gj+1, . . . , gd+1)(−1)
j+1
= 1. (22)
Given a (d − 1)-simplex, there always exist a pair of d-simplexes, ∆,∆′ which neighbor to each other through this
(d− 1)-simplex. Since neighboring d-simplexes have opposite parities and Λ is a closed graph, one has
∏
∆
d+1∏
j=1
νd+1(1, g
∆
1 , . . . , g
∆
j−1, h, g
∆
j+1, . . . , g
∆
d+1)
(−1)j+1 = 1. (23)
Thus, one has Eq. (21). As for the third statement, let us apply the gauging map with respect to G. Then the
output wavefunctions |ψˆtrivial〉 and |ψˆ〉 are ground states of topologically ordered Hamiltonians with different braiding
statistics, which implies that the original symmetric wavefunctions |ψtrivial〉 and |ψ〉 belong to different quantum
phases in the presence of global symmetries. It is well known that the topological model, obtained via gauging, is
identical to the d-dimensional Dijkgraaf-Witten topological gauge theory [29, 47].
It is worth looking at an example. For d = 1 and G = Z2 ⊗ Z2, a non-trivial 2-cocycle function is given by
ν2(1, g, h) = (−1)g1g2(−1)g1h2 , g = (g1, g2) h = (h1, h2). (24)
where g1, g2, h1, h2 = 0, 1. This leads to the SPT Hamiltonian with Z2 ⊗ Z2 symmetry with the following terms:
a b a b
X1 Z2Z2
X2
X2 Z1Z1
X1
(25)
where X1, Z1, X2, Z2 are Pauli operators acting on the first and second qubits at each site. Note that interaction
terms depend on colors of vertices.
9D. Gapped boundary
Now we construct gapped boundaries for the d-dimensional quantum double model. Consider a d-dimensional
(d + 1)-colorable graph Λ with color labels a0, a1, . . . , ad. Assume that the graph has a boundary ∂Λ which is d-
colorable with color labels a1, . . . , ad. Parity of each (d−1)-simplex in the boundary graph ∂Λ is given by S(∆) where
∆ is a d-simplex containing the (d− 1)-simplex. Consider the following symmetric wavefunction:
|ψ〉 = |ψtrivial〉 ⊗ |ψSPT (νd)〉 (26)
where |ψtrivial〉 is a trivial G-symmetric wavefunction supported on Λ \ ∂Λ and |ψSPT (νd)〉 is a (d − 1)-dimensional
G-symmetric SPT wavefunction supported on ∂Λ, corresponding to some non-trivial d-cocycle function νd. The
Hamiltonian for this wavefunction can be written as
H = −
∑
v∈Λ\∂Λ
L−v −
∑
v∈∂Λ
Ov (27)
where Ov are interaction terms for the (d − 1)-dimensional SPT Hamiltonian. Since the entire wavefunction is
G-symmetric, the gauging map Γ can be applied (Fig. 4):
Hˆ = −
∑
v∈Λ\∂Λ
Av −
∑
v∈∂Λ
Oˆv −
∑
p
Bp (28)
where Oˆv represents corresponding operators of Ov. This Hamiltonian can be viewed as the d-dimensional quantum
double model with boundary terms Oˆv.
FIG. 4: Gapped boundary by gauging (d− 1)-dimensional SPT phases. The figure shows the cases for d = 2.
Explicit forms of Ov and Oˆv can be found by standard calculations of cocycle functions. Let Uνd be the encoding
circuit for the (d− 1)-dimensional SPT wavefunction acting on the boundary graph ∂Λ. Then
Ov =
∑
g
UνdL
g
−vU
†
νd
=
∑
g
Lg−vK(L
g
−v, U
†
νd
) (29)
10
where K(Lg−v, U
†
νd
) = Lg−v
†
UνdL
g
−vU
†
νd
is a group commutator. Assume that v is a vertex of color aj . Notice that
K(Lg−v, U
†
νd
) is a diagonal phase operator. It can be written as a product of d-body phase operators acting on
(d− 1)-simplexes containing v:
K(Lg−v, U
†
νd
) =
∏
v∈∆
Tνd(g∆1 ,g∆2 ,...,g∆j ,g∆j g−1,...,g∆d )(−1)
j ·s(∆)·(−1) (30)
where ∆ represents (d − 1)-simplexes. This expression can be obtained by using cocycle conditions. Here
Tν(g∆1 ,g∆2 ,...,g∆j ,g∆j g−1,...,g∆d ) represents a phase operator which adds U(1) phase ν(g
∆
1 , g
∆
2 , . . . , g
∆
j , g
∆
j g
−1, . . . , g∆d ) to
a d-spin state |g∆1 , g∆2 , . . . , g∆d 〉. The corresponding operator Oˆv can be obtained by noticing
ν(g∆1 , g
∆
2 , . . . , g
∆
j , g
∆
j g
−1, . . . , g∆d ) = ν(1, g˜2
∆, . . . , g˜j
∆, g˜j
∆g−1, . . . , g˜d∆) (31)
where g˜i = g
−1
1 gi corresponds to spin values for edges connecting vertices of color a1 and color ai after the gauging
map. Thus, the corresponding operator on the boundary is given by
Oˆv =
∑
g
Agv
∏
v∈∆
Tν(1,g˜2∆,...,g˜j∆,g˜j∆g−1,...,g˜d∆)(−1)j ·s(∆)·(−1) . (32)
Boundary terms for d = 2 are graphically shown in Fig. 5(a)(b) where ordinary vertex terms Ag are decorated by
phase operators. An example of boundary terms for d = 3 is shown in Fig. 6.
FIG. 5: Boundary terms in the two-dimensional quantum double model. Here x represents the spin value on the corresponding
edge. The order is important. Terms on the right hand side acts first. (a) Terms at vertices of color b. (b) Terms at vertices
of color c.
Two technical comments follow. First the above Hamiltonian with boundary terms is not necessarily commut-
ing. Yet, by limiting considerations to a gauge symmetric subspace Hsym1 , the above Hamiltonian is commuting and
frustration-free. One may attach projectors onto fluxless subspaces to each Oˆv term to make the Hamiltonian com-
muting and frustration-free. Second one can also prepare an SPT wavefunction on ∂Λ for a subgroup K ⊆ G. This
also leads to well-defined gapped boundary terms upon gauging with respect to G. For d = 2, this K ⊆ G construction
gives gapped boundaries proposed by Beigi et al. Note that Beigi et al did not utilize the duality between SPT phases
and gauge theories. In this paper, for simplicity of discussion, we mostly consider the cases where K = G.
It is worth looking at an example. Let G = Z2⊗Z2 for d = 2. Consider a half plane of a triangular lattice where two
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FIG. 6: Boundary terms in the three-dimensional quantum double model for vertices of color b. The vertex term is decorated
by a product of two-body phase operators. Again the order is important.
qubits are placed at each vertex. We shall place a non-trivial one-dimensional Z2 ⊗ Z2 SPT phase on the boundary.
By gauging the Hamiltonian, one obtains two copies of the toric code with gapped boundary terms as depicted in
Fig. 7. In two spatial dimensions, gapped boundaries of topologically ordered systems can be classified by finding a
maximal set of anyonic excitations which are mutually bosonic. One may observe that e1m2, e2m1 can condense into
the gapped boundary (Fig. 8(a)). Later we will present a generic recipe of how to find sets of condensing excitations.
FIG. 7: Boundary terms for two copies of the two-dimensional toric code.
We have constructed gapped boundaries on a (d − 1)-dimensional surface of the d-dimensional quantum double
model by gauging a (d − 1)-dimensional SPT wavefunction living on a (d − 1)-dimensional surface. It is certainly
possible to construct gapped boundaries by gauging m-dimensional SPT wavefunctions living on a (d−1)-dimensional
surface for m < d− 1. To be specific, consider the three-dimensional quantum double model with G = Z2⊗Z2 where
a gapped boundary contains a defect line corresponding to a one-dimensional non-trivial SPT wavefunction. Away
from the defect line, loop-like magnetic fluxes may condense into the gapped boundary without involving any other
excitations. Yet, if a magnetic flux intersects with the defect line, it cannot condense into the boundary by itself.
For instance, with G = Z2 ⊗ Z2, a magnetic flux m1 must be accompanied by a pair of electric charges e2 near the
intersections between a magnetic flux and the defect-line (Fig. 8(b)). Similarly, m2 must be accompanied by a pair
of e1 at the intersection points.
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FIG. 8: Condensation of anyonic excitations for G = Z2 ⊗ Z2 (two copies of the toric code). (a) Two dimensions. (b) Three-
dimensions. A magnetic flux and a pair of electric charges condense into the boundary. The red line represents the defect
line.
III. FLUCTUATING CHARGES IN THE QUANTUM DOUBLE MODEL
In this section, we study m-dimensional fluctuating charges (m ≤ d−1) in the d-dimensional quantum double model
that are superpositions of point-like electric charges forming m-dimensional objects. We show that an m-dimensional
fluctuating charge, living on a boundary ∂R of an (m + 1)-dimensional region R, can be created by a local unitary
transformation acting on R.
A. Point-like charges and magnetic fluxes
In the quantum double model, point-like electric charges are associated with violations of vertex terms Av. A
naturally arising question concerns the corresponding objects in a symmetric system before applying the gauging map
Γ. Consider a d-dimensional system with global G-symmetry. Let us create a pair of zero-dimensional SPT phases
associated with 1-cocycles ν1 and ν1 at vertices v and v
′ where ν1 is a complex conjugate of ν1:
|ψ〉 = U(ν1)vU(ν1)v′ |ψ0〉, |ψ0〉 = |+〉⊗n. (33)
Here a symmetric local quantum circuit U = U(ν1)vU(ν1)v′ is applied where U(ν1)|g〉 = ν1(I, g)|g〉. By gauging this
wavefunction with respect to G, an output wavefunction |ψˆ〉 with a pair of point-like charges at v and v′ is obtained.
For an abelian group G, 1-cocycles are (linear) group representations, and there are |G| different representations
which correspond to different types of electric charges. Thus, for the abelian quantum double model, point-like
electric charges can be associated with zero-dimensional SPT phases in a global symmetric system.
Given a symmetric local quantum circuit Uv,v′ = U(ν1)vU(ν1)v′ , there exists a corresponding local quantum circuit
Uˆv,v′ which creates a pair of charges at v, v
′ in the quantum double model. Assume that v, v′ are neighboring vertices.
Then the corresponding unitary operator Uˆv,v′ is a single-body phase operator acting on an edge e = (v, v
′). When
v, v′ are not neighboring, consider a chain of neighboring vertices v0, . . . , vc such that v0 = v and vc = v′ (Fig. 9). The
corresponding gauge symmetric circuit is given by Uˆ = Uˆv0v1Uˆv1v2 . . . Uˆvc−1vc which is a local quantum circuit. This
characterization of electric charges as zero-dimensional SPT phases works only when G is an abelian group. This is
due to the fact that it is not possible to move non-abelian anyons by any local quantum circuit since it would enable
superluminal communication [49].
Consider G = Z2 for d = 2. Recall that a Pauli Z operator corresponds to the following 1-cocycle: ν1(0, g) = (−1)g
for g = 0, 1 since Z|g〉 = ν1(0, g)|g〉. Here an identity element is denoted by I = 0. Consider the following symmetric
wavefunction: |ψ〉 = ZvZv′ |+〉⊗n. Note that Xv|ψ〉 = Xv′ |ψ〉 = −|ψ〉. The system consists of a pair of zero-
dimensional SPT phases at v, v′. By gauging this wavefunction, one obtains an output wavefunction |ψˆ〉 which
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satisfies Av|ψˆ〉 = Av′ |ψˆ〉 = −|ψˆ〉, possessing electric charges at v and v′. Here, ZvZv′ is a symmetric local unitary,
and the corresponding local unitary in a gauge theory is a string of Z operators connecting v and v′.
0-dim SPT
local unitary
electric charges
FIG. 9: Correspondence between 1-cocycles (zero-dimensional SPT phases) and a pair of electric charges.
B. Fluctuating charges
In this subsection, we study an example of one-dimensional fluctuating charges in the two-dimensional Z2 ⊗ Z2
quantum double model. See [1] for detailed discussions. Consider two decoupled copies of the toric code supported
on the same lattice:
H = −
∑
v
A(1)v −
∑
v
A(2)v −
∑
p
B(1)p −
∑
p
B(2)p (34)
where A
(i)
v and B
(i)
p are terms acting on ith copy of the toric code (i = 1, 2), and two qubits live on each edge of the
lattice. The Control-Z operator, denoted as CZ, acts on two-qubit states as follows:
CZ|a, b〉 = (−1)ab|a, b〉 a, b = 0, 1 (35)
which applies Pauli Z operator on the second qubit if the first qubit is in the state |1〉. The control-Z operator
transforms Pauli operators as follows:
X ⊗ I → X ⊗ Z, I ⊗X → Z ⊗X, Z ⊗ I → Z ⊗ I, I ⊗ Z → I ⊗ Z. (36)
Transversal application of CZ operators is a logical operator since it preserves the ground state space, but has some
non-trivial action on it. Namely, CZ operators are applied on pairs of qubits in each copy of the toric code as
depicted in Fig. 10. Let CZ⊗n be such a transversal logical operator. Since B(i)p consists only of Pauli Z operators,
CZ operators affect vertex terms only:
A(1)v → A(1)v B(2)p A(2)v → A(2)v B(1)p′ (37)
where p, p′ represent plaquettes that are next to the vertex v. Since the stabilizer group remains invariant under
CZ⊗n, it is a logical operator.
Consider a subpart of CZ⊗n operator, denoted by CZ⊗nR with some contractible and connected region R (Fig. 11).
This creates an excited state |ψex〉 = CZ⊗nR|ψgs〉 which involves excitations along the boundary ∂R of R. Since
CZ⊗n is a diagonal phase operator, excitations will consist only of electric charges, associated with violations of
A
(1)
v and A
(2)
v . By writing the emerging wavefunction as a superposition of excited eigenstates, we find that its
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FIG. 10: Transversal applications of CZ operators. Filled (white) dots represent qubits on the first (second) copy of the toric
code.
1dim SPT
symmetry-protected local unitary
1dim fluctuating charges
CZ operators
FIG. 11: A one-dimensional fluctuating charge from transversal CZ operators, and the corresponding one-dimensional SPT
wavefunction.
effective one-dimensional expression is identical to a fixed-point wavefunction of a non-trivial SPT phase with Z2⊗Z2
symmetries (see Fig. 12). The on-site Z2 ⊗ Z2 symmetries in the SPT wavefunction emerge from parity conservation
of electric charges in two copies of the toric code.
It is important to note that this one-dimensional fluctuating charge is an unbreakable loop. To create a one-
dimensional fluctuating charge living on ∂R where R is an open disk, local unitary transformations acting on R (or
R) are needed. Namely, there is no local unitary which creates the fluctuating charge by acting only on spins localized
near ∂R. One can characterize this one-dimensional fluctuating charge via the gauging map. Let us consider a trivial
two-dimensional symmetric system with G = Z2 ⊗ Z2, and place a non-trivial one-dimensional SPT wavefunction for
G = Z2⊗Z2 as shown in Fig. 11. Let us gauge the system with respect to G = Z2⊗Z2. Then the output wavefunction
is indeed identical to the excited state which is created by transversal applications of CZ operators.
C. SPT phases and path-integral interpretation
Having seen an example of fluctuating charges, let us discuss their generic construction. In the d-dimensional
quantum double model, m-dimensional fluctuating charges, characterized by m-dimensional SPT wavefunctions (m ≤
d− 1), can be created by gauge symmetric finite-depth quantum circuits. Namely, starting from a trivial symmetric
wavefunction, we place an m-dimensional bosonic SPT wavefunction on top of it. By gauging the system with respect
to G, an excited state with an m-dimensional fluctuating charge is obtained in the d-dimensional quantum double
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FIG. 12: The one-dimensional excitation, created by CZ operators, is a superposition of point-like electric charges. Filled
(white) dots represent the presence (absence) of electric charges at corresponding locations (i.e. vertices of the square lattice).
An effective one-dimensional wavefunction can be defined by assigning binary numbers 1 and 0, corresponding to the presence
and absence of electric charges, to each dot. This one-dimensional wavefunction is identical to that of a bosonic SPT phase
with Z2 ⊗ Z2 symmetries [1].
model.
One technical subtlety is the parity assignment in constructing m-dimensional SPT wavefunctions in a d-dimensional
graph. The strategy is to locally define the types of excitations and use them as references. Namely, a globally
consistent parity assignment is possible by assigning parity to some m-dimensional (m+1)-colorable graphs and using
them as references. Here we shall illustrate the idea for a one-dimensional subgraph in a d-dimensional graph. Pick
an arbitrary d-simplex ∆ with parity +1. This d-simplex contains d(d− 1)/2 different 1-simplexes. Let a1, . . . , ad+1
be color labels and v1, . . . , vd+1 be vertices on ∆. We assign parity +1 to these 1-simplexes. Consider an arbitrary
closed one-dimensional two-colorable graph Λ0 with color labels ai and aj . There always exist a pair of closed one-
dimensional two-colorable graph Λ1,Λ2 such that Λ1,Λ2 contain the 1-simplex vivj on ∆ and Λ0 = Λ1 + Λ2. Here
the summation is XOR-type operation of edges. One can assign parity to Λ1,Λ2 in an alternating way, and by using
these parity assignments, one can determine parity for Λ0. This treatment also works for m-dimensional subgraphs
for arbitrary d.
Key properties of fluctuating charges are summarized below.
• The m-dimensional SPT wavefunction, living on a boundary ∂R of some (m+ 1)-dimensional manifold R, can
be created by a symmetric local unitary transformation U acting on R.
• Similarly, the m-dimensional fluctuating charge, living on ∂R, can be created by a gauge symmetric local unitary
transformation Uˆ acting on R.
In order to prove these statements, it is convenient to employ the path-integral interpretation of SPT wavefunctions
(Fig. 13(a)) [48]. Consider a (d + 1)-dimensional sphere R which is (d + 2) colorable with color labels a0, . . . , ad+1.
Consider a d-dimensional boundary ∂R and assume that ∂Λ is (d+1)-colorable with color labels a1, . . . , ad+1. Starting
from a trivial symmetric wavefunction, we apply the following symmetric finite-depth quantum circuit acting on R:
U =
∏
∆
U
S(∆)
∆ U
S(∆)
∆ |g∆0 , . . . , g∆d+1〉 = νd+1(g∆0 , . . . , g∆d+1)|g∆0 , . . . , g∆d+1〉 (38)
The resulting wavefunction is
|ψ〉 = |ψtrivial〉 ⊗ |ψSPT (νd+1)〉 (39)
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FIG. 13: (a) Creating a one-dimension SPT wavefunction by a symmetric local unitary in two dimensions according to the
path-integral interpretation of SPT wavefunctions. (b) Attaching SPT wavefunctions to create a larger SPT wavefunction. In
the language of gauge theory, this corresponds to creating a larger fluctuating charge by attaching small fluctuating charges.
where |ψSPT (νd+1)〉 is an SPT wavefunction, supported on ∂R, associated with the (d+1)-cocycle νd+1 while |ψtrivial〉
is a trivial symmetric wavefunction living on R \ ∂R. Let us split R into non-overlapping regions; R = ∪jRj and let
URj be the unitary circuit to create an SPT wavefunction on ∂Rj . The following symmetric local unitary operator:
UR =
∏
j
URj (40)
creates an SPT wavefunction on ∂R. Thus, by attaching m-dimensional SPT wavefunctions on ∂Rj together, one
can create a larger SPT wavefunction on ∂R (Fig. 13(b)). Since URj are symmetric local unitary circuit, UR is also
a symmetric local unitary circuit, and there exists a corresponding gauge symmetric local unitary operator UˆR.
These m-dimensional fluctuating charges are genuine m-dimensional objects in the sense that they cannot be created
by any local quantum circuit acting exclusively on m-dimensional regions. To create them, one needs to apply local
unitary transformations on a (m+ 1)-dimensional region. In other words, they are locally unbreakable, and thus are
well-defined physical objects. If one could create m-dimensional fluctuating charges by m-dimensional local quantum
circuits, then one could construct a local symmetric quantum circuit to create the underlying SPT wavefunction,
leading to a contradiction.
Instead of applying local unitary transformations on wavefunctions, one can transform the Hamiltonian by the
same local unitary transformations. In this viewpoint, a (d− 1)-dimensional fluctuating charge can be thought of as
a gapped domain wall where the Hamiltonian is modified on a (d − 1)-dimensional hyperplane. To understand the
properties of gapped domain walls, it is convenient to view a gapped domain wall as a gapped boundary by folding the
entire system along the (d− 1)-dimensional hyperplane by following Beigi et al [6]. In this folded geometry, a gapped
domain wall in the quantum double model with symmetry G can be viewed as a gapped boundary in the quantum
double model with symmetry G⊗G which contains two copies of the quantum double model with symmetry G. To
construct a boundary corresponding to a domain wall, one needs to place a (d − 1)-dimensional SPT wavefunction
defined for a subgroup K = G ⊆ G⊗G where K = {(g, g−1) : g ∈ G}.
IV. BRAIDING STATISTICS AND CONDENSATIONS OF EXCITATIONS
In this section, we study condensations of excitations and the braiding statistics among excitations arising in the
d-dimensional quantum double model. Namely, we find that the multi-excitation braiding statistics among magnetic
fluxes and fluctuating charges can be calculated by taking the slant products sequentially. For simplicity of discussion,
we shall assume that G is a finite abelian group from now on.
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A. Slant product
Here, we briefly review the notion of slant products (see [24] for instance). Given an n-cocycle func-
tion νn(g0, g1, . . . , gn), there exists a U(1)-valued function ωn(g1, . . . , gn) which is one-to-one correspondence to
νn(g0, g1, . . . , gn), defined as
ωn(g1, . . . , gn) = νn(I, g1, g1g2, . . . , g1 · · · gn). (41)
• The slant product ig with g ∈ G is a map from an n-cocycle to an (n− 1)-cocycle defined as igωn := ω(g)n where
ω(g)n (g1, . . . , gn−1) = ωn(g, g1, . . . , gn−1)
n−1∏
i=1
ωn(g1, . . . , gi, g, gi+1, . . . , gn−1)(−1)
i
.
(42)
Sequential applications of slant products can be also defined:
ωn −→
ig1
ω(g1)n −→
ig2
ω(g1,g2)n −→ · · · −→ ω(g1,g2,...,gn−1)n −→
ign
ω(g1,g2,...,gn−1,gn)n (43)
where ω
(g1,g2,...,gn−1,gn)
n ∈ U(1). Sequential slant products are anti-symmetric. For instance,
ω(g1,g2)n = (ω
(g2,g1)
n )
(−1). (44)
One can rewrite the slant product by using νn functions:
ν(g)n (I, g1, . . . , gn−1) = νn(I, g, gg1, . . . , ggn−1)
·
n−1∏
i=1
νn(I, g1, . . . , gi, gig, gigg
−1
i gi+1, . . . , gigg
−1
i gn−1)
(−1)i .
(45)
It is worth looking at an example. Consider the following n-cocycle for G = (Z2)⊗n:
ωn(g1, . . . , gn) = exp(ipig
(1)
1 · · · g(n)n ) (46)
where gj = (g
(1)
j , . . . , g
(n)
j ) with g
(i)
j = 0, 1. Define ej = (0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−1
, 1, 0, . . .) ∈ G. Taking a slant product ie1 leads to
ω(e1)n (g2, . . . , gn) = exp(ipig
(2)
2 g
(3)
3 · · · g(n)n ). (47)
By taking slant products sequentially with respect to e1, . . . , en, one has
ω(e1,e2,...,en)n = −1. (48)
B. Condensation of anyons in two dimensions
In this subsection, we study condensations of anyons in the two-dimensional quantum double model. Let us begin
by characterizing point-like magnetic fluxes. Magnetic fluxes are associated with violations of plaquette-like terms
Bp, and can be created at endpoints of string-like operators consisting of L
g
+ and L
g
−. To construct such a world-line
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operator, consider a connected region R of vertices and construct an operator
∏
v∈RA
g
v. This operator has supports
only on spins living on the boundary ∂R since Lg+ and L
g
− operators in the interior cancel with each other for abelian
G. This loop-like operator accounts for a process of creating a pair of g, g−1-fluxes, moving them along the loop and
then annihilating them. One has a freedom to label a magnetic flux by g or g−1, and using either convention does
not affect main results since the statistical angles just get complex conjugated. Here we use the following convention:
(49)
In general, anyonic excitations in the two-dimensional abelian quantum double model can be labeled as a double (g, ν1)
where g ∈ G represents a magnetic flux and ν1 is a 1-cocycle function representing the type of an electric-charge. In
the above figure, (g, ν1) is propagating to the right.
To find the set of condensing anyons, we will find ribbon operators that may start from and end at the gapped
boundary. Consider the two-dimensional quantum double model with a gapped boundary associated with a 2-cocycle
function ν2. First consider the case where the 2-cocycle ν2 is trivial. Let us consider
∏
v∈RAv for some connected
segment R on the boundary. This creates a string of Lg+ and L
g
− operators starting from and ending at the boundary
as shown below:
. (50)
This ribbon operator accounts for a process of creating a g-flux from a gapped boundary, moving it through the bulk
and then annihilating it on the boundary. One can deform this ribbon operator such that the anyon trajectory goes
through the bulk. This implies that anyonic excitations (g, 1) may condense into the gapped boundary for g ∈ G.
When the 2-cocycle function ν2 is non-trivial, vertex terms at the boundary are decorated with phase operators as
shown in Fig. 5(a)(b). By multiplying vertex operators, the following ribbon operator can be constructed:
(51)
where ν
(g)
2 = igν2 is the slant product. This ribbon operator accounts for propagation of Eg = (g, ν
(g)
2 ). Thus, Eg
may condense into the gapped boundary. When multiplying boundary terms, one needs to be careful about the fact
that phase operators and Lg+, L
g
− operators do not necessarily commute. Also, the assumption of G being abelian
is crucial. It is worth looking at an example. For G = Z2 ⊗ Z2, let us multiply boundary terms to obtain ribbon
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operators. Then one obtains the ribbon operator as shown in Fig. 14. This ribbon operator accounts for a process
of creating a pair of m1 and e2 from the gapped boundary, dragging them on the bulk, and eliminating them on the
boundary.
FIG. 14: Ribbon operators starting and ending at the boundary for G = Z2 ⊗ Z2. Ribbon operators can be deformed so that
anyon trajectories go through the bulk.
Similar characterization works for gapped boundaries with defect lines for the higher-dimensional quantum double
model. Consider a defect-line associated with a 2-cocycle function ν2 on a (d − 1)-dimensional surface of the d-
dimensional quantum double model. Then a codimension-2 magnetic flux may condense into a gapped boundary if
it is accompanied by a pair of ν
(g)
2 and ν2
(g) electric charges living at the intersection points with a defect-line. To
see this, let us multiply boundary operators on some connected region R on the (d − 1)-dimensional surface. This
leads to an operator which consists of codimension-1 Lg-type operators and a string-like ν
(g)
2 operators. This operator
characterizes propagations of g-type magnetic fluxes and ν
(g)
2 -type electric charges (Fig. 15).
FIG. 15: Condensation of anyonic excitations into a boundary with a defect line in three dimensions. One can construct an
operator, consisting of a world-sheet of loop-like g-type magnetic fluxes and a world-line of point-like ν
(g)
2 -type electric charges,
which is anchored on the boundary. The red line represents the defect line and the blue line represents a world-line operator
for an electric charge.
Let us then study the braiding statistics between magnetic fluxes and electric charges in the two-dimensional
quantum double model. The braiding process can be characterized as a group commutator of ribbon operators. A
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group commutator between two unitary operators A,B is defined as K(A,B) = A†B†AB. Let A(g,ν1) be a ribbon
operator corresponding to a process of creating a pair of anyons (g, ν1) and (g
−1, ν1) and moving (g, ν1) in the
horizontal direction. Let B(g′,ν′1) be a similar operator which moves (g
′, ν′1) in the vertical direction. The braiding
statistics between α = (g, ν1) and β = (g
′, ν′1) is given by the following group commutator:
K(Aα, Bβ) = e
iθ(α,β) ∈ U(1). (52)
Note that θ(α, β) = θ(β, α) since braiding α around β clockwise is the same as braiding β around α clockwise. To be
more precise, we shall define the two-particle braiding by locally setting the following convention:
. (53)
Then the statistical angle is given by
eiθ(α,β) = K(Lg+, Tν′1)K(Tν1 , L
g′
−) = ν
′(g)
1 ν
(g′)
1 . (54)
It is worth looking at an example. For G = Z2, string-operators for electric charges and magnetic fluxes are Pauli
Z and X operators respectively, so the braiding statistics between e and m is −1. Let 0, 1 be elements of Z2. An
electric charge is associated with a 1-cocycle function ν1(0, g) = (−1)g. Thus the braiding statistics between m and e
is given by ν
(1)
1 = ν1(0, 1) = −1.
Finally, we study the braiding statistics among anyonic excitations Eg that may condense into gapped boundaries.
As for the self-statistics, observe that (g, 1) and (I, ν
(g)
2 ) are mutually bosonic since ν
(g,g)
2 = 1. So Eg is a self-boson.
As for the mutual statistics, the statistical angle between α = (g, ν
(g)
2 ) and β = (h, ν
(h)
2 ) is given by
ν
(g,h)
2 ν
(h,g)
2 = 1. (55)
This comes from the anti-symmetry of slant products. This verifies that the set of condensing anyons corresponds to
the Lagrangian subgroup of anyonic excitations. From the construction of boundary ribbon operators, one can also
verify that trajectories of condensing anyons commute with each other.
C. Condensation in three dimensions
In this subsection, we find labels of anyonic excitations that may condense into gapped boundaries in the d-
dimensional quantum double model. To be specific, we will concentrate on three-dimensional models while similar
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characterization works for d > 3. We label excitations as follows:
(56)
which shows a ν1-charge, a ν2-charge and a g-flux.
One-dimensional excitations can be labeled as a double (g, ν2) where g ∈ G represents a loop-like magnetic flux
and ν2 represents a loop-like fluctuating charge associated with an SPT wavefunction with a 2-cocycle function
ν2. Propagations of one-dimensional excitations can be characterized by world-sheet operators. Let us first study
condensation for a trivial gapped boundary. Consider a connected region R on the boundary and construct an operator∏
v∈RA
g
v. This world-sheet operator has anchors supported on ∂R, and accounts for a process of creating/annihilating
a magnetic g-flux at the boundary. Next, let us consider non-trivial gapped boundaries associated with ν3. Vertex
operators on the boundary are decorated with phase operators:
Oˆv(b) = Av(b)Mv(b) Oˆv(c) = Av(c)Mv(c) Oˆv(d) = Av(d)Mv(d) (57)
where Av(b) , Av(c) , Av(d) are ordinary vertex operators while Mv(b) ,Mv(c) ,Mv(d) are phase operators. Here v
(b), v(c), v(d)
represent vertices of color b, c, d respectively. Phase operators are products of two-body phase operators as graphically
shown below:
. (58)
By multiplying vertex operators on R, one can construct world-sheet operators which correspond to propagations of
magnetic flux g ∈ G and one-dimensional fluctuating charge ν(g)3 = igν3. Thus, Eg = (g, ν(g)3 ) may condense into the
gapped boundary.
Let us then study the three-loop braiding process as depicted in Fig. 16 where one first creates a loop γ, and then
creates/braids α and β, and then brings the system back to the vacuum [35, 36, 50]. The key distinction from two-loop
braiding is that α and β are braided in the presence of another loop γ. The braiding statistic of three loops α,β,γ
can be found by considering a sequential group commutator. Let Uα be a world-sheet operator corresponding to
creating a pair of loops α and α−1. Similar operators Uβ , Uγ can be defined. Then, the following sequence of unitary
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transformations implements the three-loop braiding:
K(K(Uα, Uβ), Uγ)|ψgs〉 = eiθ(α,β,γ)|ψgs〉, (59)
where
K(K(Uα, Uβ), Uγ) = (U
†
αU
†
βUαUβ)
†U†γ(U
†
αU
†
βUαUβ)Uγ . (60)
As such, the three-loop braiding statistics corresponds to the vacuum expectation value of the sequential group
commutator.
FIG. 16: Three-loop braiding process as a sequential group commutator K(K(Uα, Uβ), Uγ).
Directly calculating the three-loop braiding statistics is rather challenging. Yet, the statistical angle can be found
from the following observation. In the three-dimensional quantum double model, consider a two-dimensional plane
that contains β = ν2 loop-like fluctuating charge. One can view this plane as a gapped domain wall containing a ν2
defect line. Let us think of creating α = g magnetic flux from the vacuum and send it through the domain wall such
that α intersects with β (Fig. 17(a)). Upon crossing the defect line, α picks up a pair of electric charges characterized
by ν
(g)
2 and ν2
(g). It is convenient to consider the world-sheet operator for the entire process as shown in Fig. 17(b)
where the membrane-like operator for g-flux picks up a world-line operator for ν(g)-charges which starts and ends at
the intersection points with the defect line.
FIG. 17: (a) Sending a loop-like magnetic flux through a fluctuating charge. At intersection points, a pair of electric charges
are created. (b) The world-sheet operator characterizing the entire process. The world-line operator, shown in blue, for electric
charges are attached from the defect line, shown in red.
Let us now consider a two-loop braiding process between a magnetic flux α = g and a fluctuating charge β = ν2 in
the presence of the third loop γ where one sends a g-flux from the exterior of ν2 and then retrieve the g-flux from the
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interior of ν2. This process is equivalent to sending g and g
−1 in the exterior and interior of ν2, and then annihilate
them. Let us now consider loop-like g-type magnetic fluxes αj which are neighboring to each other as depicted in
Fig. 18(a) where each of magnetic fluxes αj intersect with ν2. Sending αj ’s across ν2 and then eliminating them is
equivalent to sending a g-flux and a g−1-flux and then eliminating them. The key observation is that, upon crossing
ν2, world-sheet operators of αj pick up world-line operators for ν
(g)
2 electric charges (Fig. 18(b)). By attaching these
world-line operators for all the αj ’s, one obtains a closed string-like world-line operator for propagation of ν
(g)
2 electric
charge. In other words, as a consequence of the two-loop braiding, an electric charge ν
(g)
2 winds around γ. In the
absence of the third loop γ, this world-line operator is contractible, and thus the braiding processes is trivial. Yet, if
γ is a magnetic flux, then the world-line operator is not contractible in general. Thus the three-loop braiding process
becomes non-trivial.
FIG. 18: (a) Sending multiple magnetic fluxes αj across β. The figure depicts a plane where β lives. Here αj cross β from the
direction perpendicular to this plane. This is equivalent to the two-loop braiding process between α and β. (b) A two-loop
braiding between a g-flux and a ν2-charge. As a result, a point-like ν
(g)
2 charge winds around the γ-loop.
From the above observation, one finds
K(U(g,1), U(1,ν2)) = Uν(g)2
(61)
where U
ν
(g)
2
is a closed ribbon operator for propagations of point-like charge ν
(g)
2 . Thus the three-loop braiding
statistics is given by
K(U
ν
(g)
2
, U(h,1)) = ν
(g,h)
2 . (62)
In general, for the three-loop braiding process among α = (g, ν2), β = (g
′, ν′2), γ = (g
′′, ν′′2 ), the statistical angle is
given by
eiθ(α,β,γ) = ν
(g′,g′′)
2 ν
′(g,g′′)
2 . (63)
Note that θ(α, β, γ) = θ(β, α, γ). Let us then study braiding statistics among condensing excitations Eg = (g, ν
(g)
3 ).
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The statistical angle for the three-loop braiding among Eg1 , Eg2 , Eg3 is given by
ν
(g1,g2,g3)
3 ν
(g2,g1,g3)
3 = 1. (64)
This implies that the set of condensing excitations possess mutually trivial three-loop braiding statistics.
It is worth looking at an example. Consider the three-dimensional quantum double model with G = Z2 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z2.
Note that the system is equivalent to three decoupled copies of the three-dimensional toric code, which is also known
as the three-dimensional topological color code in quantum information community. Let us consider the boundary
associated with a 3-cocycle function ω3(g1, g2, g3) = (−1)g
(1)
1 g
(2)
2 g
(3)
3 where gj = (g
(1)
j , g
(2)
j , g
(3)
j ). The non-trivial slant
products are
ω
([1,0,0])
3 (g1, g2) = (−1)g
(2)
1 g
(3)
2 ω
([0,1,0])
3 (g1, g2) = (−1)g
(1)
1 g
(3)
2 ω
([0,0,1])
3 (g1, g2) = (−1)g
(1)
1 g
(2)
2 . (65)
So, the following excitations may condense into the gapped boundary
(m1, s23), (m2, s13), (m3, s12). (66)
Here m1,m2,m3 are loop-like magnetic fluxes from each copy of the toric code. Also s12 is a loop-like fluctuating
charge consisting of charges from the first and the second copies of the toric code. The three-loop braiding statistics
is given by
eθ(sij ,mi,mj) = eθ(mi,sij ,mj) = −1 i 6= j. (67)
From this, we can verify that condensing excitations exhibit mutually trivial three-loop braiding statistics. This
three-loop braiding statistics has been studied in [1].
V. FAULT-TOLERANTLY IMPLEMENTABLE LOGICAL GATE
In this section, we comment on applications of our construction to the problem of finding/classifying fault-tolerantly
implementable logical gates in topological quantum codes.
A. Fault-tolerant logical gate and the Clifford hierarchy
One possible route to fault-tolerant quantum computation is to perform computational tasks inside a protected
subspace (codeword space) of a quantum error-correcting code. An important question concerns how to implement
logical gates inside the codeword space. Ideally, one hopes to perform logical gates by a finite-depth local quantum
circuit since, if a logical gate implementation requires a highly non-local and complicated quantum circuit, local errors
may propagate to the entire system in an uncontrolled manner. As such, it is crucial to find/classify fault-tolerantly
implementable logical gates in quantum error-correcting codes [19, 21, 37–39, 41–44] 2. Despite the importance of the
problem, no systematic procedure of finding fault-tolerant logical gates is known.
2 There are logical gates which do not admit finite-depth circuit implementation, but can be implemented in a rather simple manner. For
instance, a Hadamard-like logical gate can be implemented in the two-dimensional toric code by shifting the lattice sites in a diagonal
direction, followed by transversal applications of Hadamard operators [51]. Also, a lattice rotation may implement a topological S-
matrix. However, in this paper, for simplicity of discussion, we call logical gates which can be implemented by a finite-depth quantum
circuit fault-tolerantly implementable logical gates.
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In [39], Bravyi and Ko¨nig derived a bound on the power of fault-tolerantly implementable logical gates in topological
stabilizer codes. To state their result, let us begin by recalling the notion of the Clifford hierarchy. Consider a system
of n qubits, and the set of all the Pauli operators, denoted by Pauli = 〈Xj , Yj , Zj〉j∈[1,n]. We define the Clifford
hierarchy as C0 ≡ U(1) (i.e. global complex phases), and then recursively as
Cm+1 = {U : ∀P ∈ Pauli, K(P,U) ∈ Cm}. (68)
where K(P,U) = P †U†PU is a group commutator. By definition, the sizes of sets Cm are increasing: Cm ⊂ Cm+1. Note
that Cm is a set and is not a group for m ≥ 3. At the lowest level, C1 is a group of Pauli operators with global complex
phases while C2 coincides with the so-called Clifford group. The Gottesman-Knill theorem tells that any quantum
circuit composed exclusively from Clifford gates in C2, with computational basis preparation and measurement, may
be efficiently simulated by a classical computer [52]. In contrast, incorporating any additional non-Clifford gate to C2
results in a universal gate set.
Bravyi and Ko¨nig considered the set of logical gates that may be realized on a topological stabilizer code via a
finite-depth local quantum circuit. By topological stabilizer codes, we mean that the code generators (interaction
terms in the Hamiltonian) are supported on geometrically local regions. Their main result is stated as follows.
Theorem 1 (Bravyi-Ko¨nig). Consider a family of stabilizer codes with geometrically local generators in d spatial
dimensions with a code distance growing in the number of physical qubits. Then any fault-tolerant logical unitary,
fully supported on an m-dimensional region (m ≤ d), has a logical action included in Cm.
So, in d spatial dimensions, fault-tolerant logical gates are restricted to the dth level of the Clifford hierarchy. It is
known that the d-dimensional G = (Z2)⊗d quantum double model (which is a topological stabilizer code) saturates the
bound by Bravyi-Ko¨nig [21]. Namely, one can implement a d-qubit control-Z gate fault-tolerantly by a finite-depth
quantum circuit as we will see below. The connection between group cohomology and the Clifford hierarchy can be
established by considering sequential group commutators. If U is a non-trivial mth-level operator, belonging to Cm
but outside of Cm−1, then there exist m non-trivial Pauli operators Pj for j = 1, . . . ,m such that
K(. . .K(K(U,P1), P2) . . . , Pm) 6= 1. (69)
For instance, letting Pj = Xj for a system of m qubits, one has
K(. . .K(K(C⊗m−1Z,X1), X2) . . . , Xm) = −1 (70)
where C⊗m−1Z is the m-qubit control-Z gate.
B. Logical gates from gapped domain wall
Let us briefly recall the connection between the notion of fault-tolerant logical gates and gapped domain walls.
Consider some topological quantum error-correcting code, such as the d-dimensional quantum double model, and
assume that there exists a non-trivial d-dimensional logical gate U that can be implemented by a local unitary circuit.
Let us split the entire system into the left and right parts and apply the logical gate U only on the right hand side of
the system. This transforms the Hamiltonian into the following form:
H = Hleft +Hwall +Hright (71)
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where Hleft and Hright may remain unchanged while Hwall can be viewed as a gapped domain wall which connects
Hleft and Hright. Since the logical gate U is non-trivial, we expect that excitations are transposed upon crossing
the domain wall. This observation implies that, given a d-dimensional non-trivial fault-tolerant logical gate, one can
construct a corresponding domain wall since non-trivial logical gates would transform types of excitations.
By reversing the argument, a fault-tolerant logical gate may be constructed from a gapped domain wall.
Namely, consider a (d − 1)-dimensional SPT wavefunction and the corresponding domain wall in the gauge the-
ory (Fig. 19(a)(b)). Assume that the associated d-cocycle function has a non-trivial sequence of slant products. Note
that one can sweep the domain wall over the entire system by a finite depth circuit. This operation will have non-
trivial action on the codeword space. Thus, one can construct a d-dimensional fault-tolerantly implementable logical
gate by using d-cocycle functions over G in the d-dimensional quantum double model.
FIG. 19: A fault-tolerant logical gate constructed from SPT wavefunctions and gapped domain walls. (a) Moving a one-
dimensional SPT wavefunction by finite-depth symmetric quantum circuits. (b) Moving a gapped domain wall by finite-depth
quantum circuits.
Let us apply the above idea to the quantum double model with G = Z⊗m2 which is supported on a d-torus. Since
the system is a topological stabilizer code, the result by Bravyi and Ko¨nig holds. The system has 2k degenerate
ground states with k = md. The system has anti-commuting pairs of one-dimensional Z-type logical operators and
codimension-1 X-type logical operators, which can be denoted as
X
g
` , Z
g
` , g ∈ G, ` = 1, . . . , d (72)
where Z
g
` extends in the
ˆ` direction while X
g
` is perpendicular to the
ˆ` direction. Ground states can be labelled as
|ψ〉 = |g1〉 ⊗ |g2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |gd〉, gj ∈ Z⊗m2 (73)
where X
h
` |ψ〉 = |g1〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |g` + h〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |gd〉. Here we choose |I〉 ⊗ |I〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |I〉 to be the ground state with no
global flux. Let Uνd be a finite depth circuit which sweeps the corresponding domain wall, associated with a d-cocycle
function νd, over the entire system. Sequential group commutators are given by
K(K(Uνd , X
g1
1 ), X
g2
2 ) . . . , X
gd
d ) = ν
(g1,...,gd)
d . (74)
This is because one can view the above sequential commutator as a braiding process among (d − 1)-dimensional
excitations in (d+ 1) dimensions. Thus, if the sequential slant product is non-trivial, then the logical unitary Uνd is
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a non-trivial dth-level Clifford gate. By using Eq. (74) to |I〉 ⊗ |I〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |I〉, one finds
Uνd |g1〉 ⊗ |g2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |gd〉 = ν(g1,g2,...,gd)d |g1〉 ⊗ |g2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |gd〉. (75)
It is worth looking at an example. For G = Z⊗d2 , consider a non-trivial d-cocycle ωd(g1, . . . , gd) = (−1)g
(1)
1 ...g
(d)
d which
has a non-trivial sequence of slant products. The corresponding logical gate has the following action:
Uνd |g1〉 ⊗ |g2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |gd〉 =
∏
(a1,...,ad)
(−1)g(a1)1 ...g(ad)d |g1〉 ⊗ |g2〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |gd〉 (76)
where (a1, . . . , ad) is a permutation of (1, 2, . . . , d). This logical operator corresponds to a transversal application
of Rd phase operators in the d-dimensional topological color code. The logical action resembles that of the d-qubit
control-Z gate.
Finally, we extend the discussion to arbitrary abelian G and generalize the Clifford hierarchy. For a single |G|-
dimensional spin, Pauli operators are defined as
Lg+ =
∑
h∈G
|gh〉〈h| Tν1 =
∑
h∈G
ν1(1, h)|h〉〈h|. (77)
For a system of n spins, one can define the generalized Clifford hierarchy by taking C1 to be the Pauli operator
group generated by Lg+ and Tν1 . Then one can recursively define the generalized hierarchy Cm. A straightforward
generalization of Bravyi-Ko¨nig argument implies that logical gates which can be implemented by a finite depth circuit
are restricted to Cd in the d-dimensional quantum double model. By labeling ground states as |ψ〉 = |g1〉⊗|g2〉⊗. . .⊗|gd〉
where gj ∈ G as before, Eq. (75) holds for any abelian G. If the sequential slant product is non-trivial, then the
corresponding logical gate belongs to the generalized Cd, but is outside of Cd−1.
VI. OPEN QUESTIONS
There remain a number of interesting open problems and future questions. Some of them are listed below:
(a) Recently there have been discussions on SPT phases protected by q-form symmetry operators where charged
excitations have q spatial dimensions [22, 53–55]. It is an interesting future problem to consider their implications
to gapped boundaries and fault-tolerant logical gates.
(b) This paper provides a number of interesting gapped domain walls and boundaries for higher-dimensional systems.
Developing a mathematical framework (which perhaps utilizes higher-category) to classify higher-dimensional
gapped boundaries is an important project.
(c) In this paper, we considered excitations made of bosonic particles. Can we create excitations characterized by
other types of particles such as fermions?
(d) Spatial dimension of symmetry operators can be non-integer values [56–58]. Namely, one may construct an SPT
Hamiltonian protected by fractal-like symmetry operators.
(e) Fault-tolerant logical operators can be viewed as global symmetries of the Hamiltonian. By imposing them on
the system, one may be able to explore novel symmetry-enriched topological phases of matter.
(f) One can consider a unitary operator corresponding to a non-trivial d-cocycle function whose slant products are
trivial. While, on a torus, such an operator is trivial, whether it is trivial or not on other geometries is an
interesting question.
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(g) Our result seems to suggest that, for d-dimensional qubit stabilizer codes, at least d copies of the toric code are
necessary in order to admit a non-trivial dth level gate for d > 2 since, with less than d copies, sequential slant
products become trivial at some point. Can we prove/disprove this conjecture?
(h) Sequential slant products are important in finding the number of ground states on a torus [32]. The relation
between ground state degeneracy and gapped boundaries may be an interesting question.
(i) How do we formulate condensations, multi-excitation braiding and fluctuating charges in the language of field
theories, say in topological BF theory?
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